Guys hate it when women get too emotional. The Drama Method, a relationship advice program that is
advising women to actually use drama to get their men’s full attention has caught the attention of
CaptureHisHeartReview101.com’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review.
“The Drama Method is all about making the guy of your dreams realize that you are the one they want
to be with, and to become passionate about you all over again. It doesn’t matter whether you’re single,
in a relationship, have split up from the man you love, or how old or young you might be, because the
human mind works the same for all ages,” reports Stevenson. “Knowledge is king when it comes to any
part of your life, and never has it been so important, especially for your relationships. Through The
Drama Method, you learn so much about why relationships work and conversely, why they fail.”
The Drama Method review talks about getting a guy into a mode of instant attraction by raising his
emotional temperature, and indirectly leaving an imprint of a woman in his mind. It teaches women
about making their men feel emotionally safe around them, preventing a guy from getting bored,
Cocktail drama, Logical attraction, and lots more. The program includes ‘The emotional variety trick’,
which shows women how to make their guy excited, a little aggravated, and ultimately have peak levels
of passion towards them, and ‘The sweet turmoil method’ that teaches them how to affectionately
tease a man’s emotions that will give him a unique attraction towards them, and them alone.
“The Drama Method is not about bombarding a guy with all sorts of emotional issues. What it’s actually
about is creating the kind of drama that will ‘trigger off bombs of absolute delight within any man’s
mind, body, and soul,” says Stevenson. “It adds that much needed adrenaline rush and spark into your
relationship, and gives you a real window into how a man’s psyche works, so that your relationship lasts
in the long run. The Drama Method is for women who want a happy relationship, or had bad times in
the past, or perhaps are going through bad times right now.”
“Aaron Fox uses his intense knowledge of psychology to understand how the human brain works, and
put it into a powerful method that honestly does make relationships move into the working mode once
again. Once you understand how emotions work (specifically in the male mind), you really do get the
upper hand in any relationship you choose to pursue. Not only does The Drama Method give you the
information you need, it’s also easy and fun to follow. Aaron has certainly made us realize that certain
types of drama really can be what make a relationship special. It definitely gets the thumbs up from us!”
Those wishing to purchase The Drama Method, or for more information, click here:
http://capturehisheartreview101.com/go/DramaMethod/
To access a comprehensive The Drama Method review, visit
http://capturehisheartreview101.com/drama-method-review

